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Photo by Walktorano Azquierdo on Insappalarecently completely read a very impressive book-Akaa — Japanese secrets to a long happy life. The book is written by Hectare Sarsia and The Prunkask Miralles. In this article, I'm going to talk about my learning from the book. The book touch on different
aspects of life that can help us achieve a long happy life. It is based on ancient, well practiced Japanese techniques called — Akaaa. Akaayav you google word, you get a different meaning, covers happiness, sense of purpose and meaning and well beingOrThe word aq, meaning life and a feeling of hope
and expectations. But one I like the most is a reason to get out of bed every morning! The Bank of Khyber has given a number of references to an island in Japan in which residents over 24.5 are warning people of population over 100 years for every 1, 00,000 people. Source — Google aims to
understand the meaning of the word Akaagama, the book attempts to explain the deep art of growing old while young. It refers to 5 blue zones in the world where residents of these places live longer than their long life averages and secrets. Blue Zone — Tension is good for you A person working on a
sticker cover laptop in a coffee shop by Tim Gavu on a focused man's insilabion, how the book explains the tension, a lot increases your age by sitting and reduces your life duration. The interesting thing is also that too much pressure is great for you a little too loud because it keeps you going. I believe —
being alert to your daily routine can lead to a better life! Chapter after discover the meaning of your life one, it helps you to explore the meaning of life deep. It is very clear that authors are more stressed on finding the meaning of life than creating one for you! Finding the flow in everything you do by Đồng
Hiền on the Insplastas part is my favorite where authors help you find the meaning of being in the flow. If you have discovered the meaning of your life, you need to completely waste in experience without being engaging by the surroundingenvironment and you get flow. The book also talk about some very
interesting techniques to practice which can help you get flowing. The previous section of the Tachinaqisphouta practice by Leslee Kheries talk about a collection of different techniques that help you maintain your mind and body. It is about the introduction of another Japanese technique by The Wabi-
Sabi. This technique is a thing about finding beauty in unfinished, incomplete things Poor ness is preferred. The Japanese believe that only incomplete, incomplete and daily things are beautiful because they are in a nature like a like. Conclusion se, I think the book is highly motivated and full of content. I
could get my flow while reading it. Loved it! Highly recommended reading-you can buy a book on Amazon! Akaaya Akaagama pushes people to make their lives easier by the chase of what the keys cheer for them. So I choose the magic of changing in whose life we want to keep, nor want to get rid of us,
'[akaaa] it shows that age can be an opportunity to keep working, smile, keep active and be social. Keep super busy. If volume is the art of doing anything, Akaagas is the art of doing something- and doing it with supreme attention and joy.... Pack these comfortable blankets and waxes you bought at last
year's hygge-fuel Ikea Atsu yanayan. The biggest import of autumn is the lifestyle trend, and it can help you stay at 100. -New York Post Busy Ness is a concept I'm familiar with and by, especially those living in New York City.... The Japanese concept of Akagaia (the joy of being busy) is [stable] and even
a key key is long. -Maya Feitel, Elle .com discover your acaca, or passion, may be one of the biggest journeys you will take on. — Forbes definitely this little, charming book for you to enjoy a cup or two green tea at this time. -Follow the Maniapolis Star-Trebon hack a must-have lifestyle, a journey to The
Akaagama Ikea looks like volume.... Think Of The Shwei With The Inserted Diagrams-Although there is no need to move the front door at this time. -The Garden is the key to the akaagama happiness you have tried volume and picoom-but it does take out. -Free (London) forgot volume. It's all about
Akaaya. -Times (London) Akaaya akaaaallows you to look ahead to the future even if you are still miserable.... It can only help you live a more fulfilling life. -THE BAC is being popular outside Japan as a way to live longer and better, born from a country with one of the oldest populations in the world.... [It]
is helping people in Ocanabecause it gives them purpose. World Economic Forum Akaaya. -ee-man. It's a word you come to hear very often fall.... It's Japanese, and that means the purpose in life, 'or the thing you live, ' or 'the thing that gets you out of bed in the morning.' '... According to long-time life
expert Dan Buitner, an extended age, this is a refrissional simple guide to the Akaagua-Sunday-Sunday-Telegraph happiness. The most eye-catching autumn lifestyle trend translates as the Japanese concept of Akaaya, which is the reason for living. '... An attractive and absorbed book. -Shows that a
Japanese concept selling books presents a new perspective on finding happiness. — Short Perswasaly suggests that small changes can help readers achieve greater happiness and purpose in their lives [with] clear, messages... Skillfully set... With a practice, easy access form lists, chart, and reflection. -
Publishers can use weekly akaa simple secrets to make us all live longer, meaningful, happy lives. Based on science-tied beauty in study honest, direct conversation conversations will not be able to put you down. Hot, patient, and kind, this book softens with your own journey rather than pushing you
back. Neil Pushrecha, author of the New York Times very good and happy equality book sales, who are coauthors of the Book of Achagu Ahe: The Art of Making The Most of Every Bridge, The Japanese Way. He is a japanese citizen, where he has been for more than a decade, and is the author of a
Geek in Japan, Kistor is a #1 Japan. The author of a large number of The French who love self-help and inspirational books and novels in low-end, which has been translated into twenty languages. I have learned from this awesome book, thus, in the bottom 26 inspirational lessons. I know I need to keep
practicing these learning days and day in and day out. These learnings are connected to the world and the way that most of us make it easy to understand and absorb... Book1/One Time Person Should Not Ignore The Joys Of Life From The Lessons Of Thoughtful Life But Always Be Aware Of How Easy
It Is. You've got to be prepared for these pleasures dasappapara, thus, I learned from this awesome book that lists 26 inspirational lessons below. I know I need to keep practicing these learning days and day in and day out. These learnings are connected to the world and the way that most of us make it
easy to understand and absorb... Book1/One Time Person Should Not Ignore The Joys Of Life From The Lessons Of Thoughtful Life But Always Be Aware Of How Easy It Is. You have no time to be prepared for these pleasures. 2/Present that all exists, and we can control that is the only thing. 3/Things
we love are like leaves of a tree. He could fall at any moment with a snout of air. Whatever we have, and we all love it will disappear in some perspective. We should realize it without being naseeseek about it. It should help us to love the present moment and the people who are around us in this moment.
Keeping this in mind helps us avoid the need In times of loss. 4/There is no perfect strategy to link with our Akaaya. Don't worry too much about finding it. Life is not a problem to solve. Be busy with what you love, being surrounded by people who love you at the same time. 5/We can't make sense of our
life, we explore it. 6/We have a unique reason for everyone, who can be adjusted or changed several times over the years. Daily health habits–Secrets of long life from Super Cantinares (110+ age) Japan expects the most life in the world. In Ocanawa Japan is expected to have the most life and it is
noteworthy that it was one of the most affected provinces after THE W/II. Eat a/japanese stop when their belly is 80% complete. 2/Exercise is important just like exercise for the body, exercise for the brain is also important. Otherwise, it can move out of shape and inshape. In fact, living in brain shape
needs a lot more motivation. As you get the stricter of things, the brain develops the newer bridges that can work automatically for you, just like learning to drive a vehicle. When this happens, it no longer needs to be thought of, unless it is from new information. It's like a person just eating and doing no
exercise. That's why it's so important to expose you to change, even if it means getting out of your comfort zone and feeling concerned. To deal with new situations, a new daily education, play games, and interact with others, effectively start having an age strategy for the brain. 3/Tension is a proven
killer. Therefore, the challenges for keeping mind and body active are good, while adjusting the shelves of our high stress life to avoid age older than before. 4/When constant, high tension is a known enemy, the low level of intermediate tension has been shown to be beneficial. Those who maintain low
levels of tension, face challenges and put their spirit into their work opted for a more comfortable and relaxed lifestyle than those who lived longer than them. Financial freedom offers you an opportunity, not to retire and relax, but to burn you into things that you love. 5/Rest. A little bit slow. Eat and sleep
well . Everything is okay. Life is a marathon, not a 100 m sprint. 6/Keep your mind and body busy. 7/People with clear purpose never retire and continue in their passion area until their last breath. 8/If you want to stay busy (a secret of long life) when not required to work, you must have a stand-out on the
horizon, a goal that guides you throughout your life and prevents you to create beauty and utility things for the community and for ye. 9/Smile. Say hello to people. 10/Very difficult task, but on your akaa. Hard to work is not that you will have to take it too seriously. Effort is important, not the result. You
enjoy it You have to do what you do. 11/Spend your morning in your vegetable garden. Super Continuewith 100% Interview One Each 10.12/Do many different things every day. Always be busy, but do without having to bear one thing at a time. Even one of the interview person was never seen. 13/Small
things. 14/The people who are the longest ones are the most practiced but the ones who exercise the most. The metabulism is slow after 30 minutes of sitting after 90%. After 2 hours, good cholesterol drops 20%. Things are moving in getting just for 5 minutes. Eating habits-secrets of long life from Super
Cantinares (110+ age) 1/little food of everything. There is a different kind of key. Eat a wide range of foods, especially those in vegetables2/Ocanawa rarely eat sugar, and even if they have a stick. No sweets or chocolates. 3/They have very little salt intakes. -Less than 10 g of salt per day. Eat 4/less than
you feel the probability. It delivers very important energy in the operation. Even more effective is the 5:2 diet, meaning regular eating for 2 days. It allows the system of operation to relax some comfort as well as. 5/Yesmen tea (green tea with the jaismen) or white tea is best for reducing blood cholesterol
levels and free particle fighting. 6/H. Eat a lot of fruit. They are chemicals that prevent cancer, diabetes and obesity. Interesting discovery from Book1/Wabi Sabaat is a Japanese concept that shows us the temporary, transformational and unfinished nature of the world around us. Beauty can be found in
things that are poor and incomplete. In fact, japanese believe that such things are closer to the natural world and therefore it should be worthwhile. It is in stark contrast to the western path of thinking that attempts perfection in everything. 2/Akha-akha-eIt is another Japanese concept that can be translated
as 'this moment only exists now and will not come again'. A deep understanding and appreciation of every moment can help us lead a happy life. 3/Anti-frachalatifagali when damageised. Resist motivation or strong and shake and stay the same. When damage is caused, the anti-critical gets better. The
fight for financial freedom increases anti-weakness for your financial life. By adopting an anti-critical attitude, we start to love failures, because every shake is a chance to grow. We find a way to get stronger with every blow, focus on our akaaya. 4/Logo(logo) Was popularised by The Trephitas Victor
Frankle and it is basically a philosophy in which you help you find reasons to live. He believed that everything could be taken by man but one thing-the last cause of human freedoms-any situation5/flot is a state to choose someone's attitude in which nothing seems to matter. The experience itself is so
inexperienced that people will do it just for the sake of doing it. To get flow: a) Choose a moderately difficult task, b) a clear goal, c) focus on one Work at a time. The human mind cannot do a multitask. We think we can do that but what's actually going on is that we're switching between many tasks. This
drain is energy. ... More... More
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